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Building a Concept Inventory For Numerical
Methods: A Chronology
1. Introduction
While 46% of college students take more than six years to graduate or simply drop out1, and the
nation seeks one million additional STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics)
graduates2, the competence of these STEM graduates is still paramount over quantity of
graduates in the global competitive market. As much as traditional assessment tools of
examinations and projects address the procedural and hopefully higher-order thinking in a
particular course, we also need tools to assess the level of conceptual thinking of our students.
One such tool is the concept inventory (CI) instrument that allows instructors to not only
measure a student’s conceptual understanding but also the misconceptions they may have
developed. The instrument is typically a multiple-choice question test. The questions focus on
critical thinking and logic with little need for memorization or calculation, with the goal of
showing students’ depth of understanding of the topic.
Developing concept inventories in STEM fields has its roots in the Mechanics Diagnostic Test3,4
given to students in Introductory Physics courses at Arizona State University. Surprisingly,
answers to questions that seemed to be trivial were answered incorrectly by a large number of
students. The questions were initially posed as free-response questions and common incorrect
answers were used later to develop distractors for its conversion into a multiple-choice test. This
Mechanics Diagnostic Test finally evolved into what we now know as the Force Concept
Inventory (FCI) 5,6. FCI data established that students’ prior beliefs play a prominent role in
science education, and many of the beliefs are even drawn from casual observations. Hence,
instruction that does not account for misconceptions would be deficient. This realization created
a strong interest in developing concept inventories in other STEM fields. As of 2015, many
concept inventories have been developed for engineering courses such as materials, statics,
dynamics, fluid mechanics, design logic, thermodynamics, etc7.
In this paper, we chronicle the development of a concept inventory for a course in “Numerical
Methods for Engineers” as part of a current National Science Foundation Transforming
Undergraduate Education in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (NSF TUES)
grant8. As concept inventories in mathematics courses are limited9-11, there is little guidance
available in the current literature. Moreover, the Numerical Methods course is taught by
instructors in various engineering majors who emphasize different topics and approaches in the
course. For example, some courses discuss various numerical methods at length, while others
may emphasize mathematical modeling of problems from their particular major and solve these
models using mathematical packages such as MATLAB. At other universities, Numerical
Methods is the course where for the first time a student is introduced to formal computer
programming. These constraints make it more difficult to create a single assessment tool that is
common to all offerings of Numerical Methods courses. Also, being generally an upper-level
course, students are expected to have more complex understanding of physics and mathematics,
hence creating an assessment based solely on conceptual understanding is challenging12. To
address these challenges, we took a deliberate and formal route to develop the CI. This route is
explained via a timeline so that readers can themselves follow the intricate process of developing

a concept inventory. The process included attending a workshop on CI development; identifying
top concepts through subject-matter experts using the Delphi technique13, developing, assessing
and refining individual questions; and testing for reliability and validity of the instrument.
2. Chronology
In September 2013, instructors at three universities received a grant8 to compare the flipped and
blended modes of instruction in a Numerical Methods course. As part of the grant, a CI for
Numerical Methods14 was to be developed for nationwide use to measure conceptual
understanding of numerical methods.
February 2014 – March 2014: A Concept Inventory Workshop:
An engineering professor, who has thirty years of teaching experience and is a chief developer of
concept inventories of three engineering topics13,15, conducted a holistic workshop on CI
development. Three instructors who are investigators of the grant and two external members of
the evaluation team attended the workshop. The four-hour workshop was administered via two
online sessions.
In the first online session, a timeline was reviewed to develop the CI. The purpose of the
workshop was to:
1) identify key concepts and important misconceptions in the domain of numerical methods,
2) review steps required to develop a valid and reliable concept inventory,
3) write reliable and valid items for each concept, and
4) decide how to collect and analyze pilot data to measure effectiveness of inventory items
(questions and distractors).
The discussion in the workshop involved the definition of a concept, why we should measure
conceptual understanding and how it can be measured. A few sample numerical methods
concepts were brainstormed. The framework of developing the CI using the assessment
triangle16 was discussed and this would form the basis of the steps needed to produce a high
quality concept inventory.
Observation

Interpretation

Cognition

Figure 1. The assessment triangle of cognition, observation, and interpretation16

The assessment triangle consists of three interconnected elements—cognition, observation and
interpretation (See Figure 1). The cognition corner accounts for how students learn about the
course, and it is here that one would contemplate the misconceptions students develop about the
subject matter. The observation corner represents the tasks that will make the assessment. The
interpretation corner is how we interpret the results of the assessment tasks. These three corners
also need to be aligned—how students are learning, the tasks making the assessment, and how
the assessment results are analyzed13,16. As we present the chronology, these three corners
related to Numerical Methods will be discussed accordingly.
Five weeks later, in the second online session, the participants reviewed the key concepts and
important misconceptions in the domain of numerical methods. Steps were reviewed to develop
a valid reliable concept inventory. The development of CI items for each concept using the
Delphi process17 was discussed. Methods to collect and analyze pilot data to measure
effectiveness of inventory items were decided. Based on the assigned readings13,18 from the first
session, the three corners in the assessment triangle were reviewed. The second session focused
mainly on the observation vertex of the assessment triangle. The writing of the CI items was
discussed, that is, how to write the stem part of the question, the correct answers, and the
distractors. As an exercise, one concept was picked for each instructor participant to draft a
couple of CI questions. A timeline was discussed for the development of the CI.
March 2014 – June 2014: The Cognition Corner: The Delphi Process to Elicit Misconceptions in
Numerical Methods
In the cognition corner, the authors needed to investigate the misconceptions students may have
and why these misconceptions may exist in Numerical Methods. There is almost no literature on
the latter. As far as what misconceptions students may have, the authors themselves could have
come up with a list14,19, but such an approach has its drawbacks. Streveler et al13 enumerated
these drawbacks: 1) trusting a single expert will be biased, 2) calculating a group average to
choose misconceptions does not include an attentive and deliberate input, and 3) a round-table
discussion may be unduly influenced by a few of the discussers. For these reasons, we adopted
the Delphi technique to elicit the concepts from subject matter experts as follows.
The PI invited numerical methods instructors around the nation from different engineering
majors and with varied experience to join a team that would participate in a Delphi methodology
to identify the 5 to 10 most important concepts in Numerical Methods. This process has been
used since the 1960s as a rational and structured method to develop a consensus of ranking a list
of items (in our case, student misconceptions of Numerical Methods concepts). In addition to
the three PI instructors, ten additional highly qualified instructors accepted the invitation.
During the process, the 13 participants were asked for input in four rounds. The data were
collected independently by the CI expert.
• Round 0 – Participants were requested to generate a list of important concepts and
common student misconceptions in numerical methods. The list had 135 items but it was
because one participant delineated 80 misconceptions on every topic and every method in
a Numerical Methods course as opposed to universal concepts. We were able to cluster
the lists from expert participants into nine concepts given below.

1. Demonstrate the deep relationship of Taylor series to numerical methods, such
as derivation of methods, error analysis, and order of accuracy.
2. Depict, interpret, and transform numerical methods to and from various forms,
such as graphical, pseudo code, and mathematical equation representations.
3. Selection of relevant data points when solving discrete data problems, such as
numerical differentiation, interpolation, and integration.
4. Ability to monitor, establish and interpret convergence of numerical methods,
such as understanding pre-specified tolerance, iterations, and step sizes.
5. Ability to convert a numerical methods problem from a traditional
mathematical model into a format suitable for use in an algorithm in problems
such as coupled ODEs, matrix representation of equations such as ordinary
differential equations, simultaneous linear equations, and nonlinear equations.
6. Interpret the concept of solution accuracy and its relationship to computer
architecture, significant digits, and error propagation.
7. Identify all possible solutions or the lack thereof for numerical models. This
includes questions such as what methods to use, which mathematical procedure it
falls under, if the problem can be solved at all with what we know as an
undergraduate.
8. Knowing when to invoke a numerical method and which technique is most
appropriate. For example, do we need a numerical method and which one?
Would an analytical solution suffice?
9. Ability to identify and specify the correct form of the desired solution, such as
discrete function table, plots, continuous functions, or just a discrete value.
In what we called as Round 0.5, we sought feedback again from the 13 participants to make
sure that we were posing the concepts properly as well as not having left anything out.
However, for a test that would be given in a typical 50 minute session, one would not be able
to test all nine concepts. Assuming a need for a minimum of 3 to 4 questions per concept as
is the case for several successful national CIs19, we settled on having a maximum of six
concepts in the CI.
•

•

Round 1 – Participants were asked to rate each of the nine concepts using two rating
criteria on a 0-10 scale:
o Importance – how important is it that students understand this concept?
o Difficulty – how many of your students do not understand this concept?
Round 2 – Using anonymous results from Round 1 (mean, median, standard deviation,
and range for each rated concept by middle 50% of participant, also known as the 50%
interquartile range), participants re-ranked the concepts on the same two criteria while

•

writing short justifications for any ratings that deviated by more than one standard
deviation from Round 1 results.
Round 3 – Using anonymous results from Round 2 (mean, median, standard deviation,
50% interquartile range, and justification statements), the participants re-ranked each
concept again. Again, they provided a justification for any ranking that deviated by more
than one standard deviation from the Round 2 results.

All rounds were conducted anonymously by the CI expert and it took four rounds of ranking and
discussion to come up with the top six concepts. The results of the Numerical Methods Delphi
study are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Results of numerical methods Delphi study. (The italicized concepts are the ones that
were selected after three rounds of voting)
Concept
1 Taylor series
2 Numerical method
forms
3 Use of relevant data
4 Convergence of
methods
5 Mathematical model
to numerical model
6 Solution accuracy
7 All possible solutions
8 When to invoke
numerical method
9 Correct solution form

Understanding: Median and 50%
interquartile range
Round 1
Round 2
Round 3
4.0 (4.0-5.5)
5.5 (5.0-6.0)

4.0 (4.0-4.5)
5.0 (5.0-6.0)

4.0 (4.0-4.0)
5.0 (5.0-5.0)

Importance: Median and 50%
interquartile range
Round 1
Round 2
Round 3
8.0 (7.0-9.3)
8.0 (6.8-9.0)

8.0 (8.0-9.0)
8.0 (7.0-8.5)

8.5 (8.0-9.0)
8.0 (7.0-9.0)

6.0 (6.0-7.0)
5.5 (4.8-6.3)

6.0 (6.0-7.0)
5.5 (5.0-6.0)

7.0 (6.0-7.0)
5.0 (5.0-6.0)

7.5 (6.0-8.0)
8.5 (7.0-9.3)

8.0 (7.0-8.0)
9.0 (8.0-9.0)

7.5 (7.0-8.0)
8.5 (8.0-9.0)

5.0 (4.8-7.0)

5.0 (5.0-5.5)

5.0 (5.0-5.0)

8.0 (8.0-9.0)

8.0 (8.0-9.0)

8.5 (8.0-9.0)

4.0 (3.8-6.0)
4.5 (4.0-5.0)
5.0 (4.8-5.3)

5.0 (4.0-6.0)
4.0 (4.0-5.0)
5.0 (5.0-5.0)

4.0 (4.0-5.0)
4.0 (4.0-5.0)
5.0 (5.0-5.0)

7.5 (7.0-8.3)
8.0 (7.8-9.0)
9.0 (8.0-10)

7.0 (7.0-8.0)
8.0 (8.0-9.0)
9.0 (8.0-9.5)

7.0 (7.0-8.0)
8.0 (8.0-9.0)
9.0 (8.0-9.0)

5.5 (4.0-6.0)

5.0 (4.0-6.0)

5.0 (4.0-6.0)

8.0 (7.0-10)

8.0 (7.0-9.5)

8.0 (7.0-9.0)

Six concepts were chosen on the basis of being both poorly understood by students but also
highly important concepts as indicated by the subject-matter experts. The final six concepts are
given below and are called Concepts A through F for reference in this paper.
Concept A: Demonstrate the deep relationship of Taylor series to numerical methods such as
derivation of methods, error analysis, and order of accuracy.
Concept B: Depict, interpret, and transform numerical methods to and from various forms such
as graphical, pseudo code, and mathematical equation representations.
Concept C: Ability to monitor, establish and interpret convergence of numerical methods such as
understanding pre-specified tolerance, iterations, and step sizes.
Concept D: Ability to convert a numerical methods problem from a traditional mathematical
model into a format suitable for use in an algorithm in problems such as coupled ODEs, matrix
representation of equations such as ordinary differential equations, simultaneous linear
equations, and nonlinear equations.

Concept E: Identify all possible solutions or lack thereof for numerical models. What methods to
use, which mathematical procedure does it fall under, can the problem be solved at all with what
we know as an undergraduate?
Concept F: Knowing when to invoke a numerical method and which technique is most
appropriate. Do we need a numerical method and which one? Would an analytical solution
suffice? Does an analytical solution exist?
June 2014 – November 2014: The Observation Corner
The three instructor PIs from 3 different universities (University X – a large urban university in
the Southeast USA, University Y – a large urban university in the Southwest USA, and University
Z – a historically black university in the Southeast USA) developed stems of questions for each of
the six concepts. Coupled with questions that aligned with the six concepts from a concept test
developed earlier by the PI at University X14, we drafted 32 questions – with at least five questions
for each of the six concepts.
Table 2. Distribution of questions amongst concept categories and open-ended and multiplechoice types.
Concept
Number of
questions
Open-ended
questions for
University X
Multiple choice
questions for
University X

A
5

B
6

C
6

D
5

E
5

F
5

Total
32

3

3

5

2

0

1

14

2

3

1

3

5

4

18

The questions developed were read and answered in a talk-aloud format separately by four
students—two undergraduate teaching assistants for the course and two students who had
recently completed a Numerical Methods course at University X. Changes were made on the
wording of some of the questions based on their feedback.
Out of the 32 questions, 14 were written as open-ended questions to gather student responses for
distractors and the other 18 were written as multiple-choice questions since these would have
otherwise been deemed as ambiguous (Table 2). Because of the concern that suitable distractors
may not develop because of the open-ended nature of the 14 questions, all questions at
University Y were posed as multiple-choice based on correct answers and best distractors chosen
through the expertise and experience of the three instructor PIs, and previous concept test
questions developed by the first author14.
November 2014 – March 2015: The Observation Corner
The 32 questions drafted would have been too long a test to give in a 50-minute period, hence,
two tests of 16 questions each at University X (a large urban university in the Southeast) and two
tests of 15 questions a each at University Y (a large urban university in the Southwest) were
a

Two questions were not asked at University Y because the instructor believed that they were out of scope with the current syllabus.

made. Data were gathered in Fall 2014 at University X and University Y. The course was not
taught in Fall 2014 at University Z.
Student responses were collated, and the point-biserial correlation coefficients (PBCC) values (a
measure of item reliability calculated by the correlation between a student’s score on the item
being right or wrong and student’s total score on the test as a whole)20 and the difficulty index
(DI) values (percentage of test takers who answer a question correctly) were calculated for each
question. A PBCC value of 0.2 or greater and a DI between 30 and 90 were used as criteria to
accept a question for further consideration21. Questions where more than one distractor was
chosen by less than 5% of the students were also noted. A summary of the results is given in
Table 3.
Table 3. Results from first draft of concept inventory
University

Number
of
questions

Number
of openended
questions

Number
of
multiplechoice
questions

Number
of
questions
meeting
DI limits

Number
of
questions
meeting
PBCC
limits

Number
of
questions
meeting
both DI
and
PBCC
limits

Cronbach
alpha

X
X
Y
Y

16
16
15
15

8
6
0
0

8
10
15
15

12
13
14
13

9
10
14
11

9
9
12
12

negative
0.34
0.50
0.54

Multiple
choice
questions
with
more
than one
distractor
chosen
by less
than 5%
3
2
1
2

This analysis helped us to refine the inventory by identifying questions that were acceptable as
is, those that needed revision of stem and/or distractors, and those that were outright inadequate.
The negative Cronbach alpha20 for one of the two tests given at University X was noted, and this
is due to several reasons - eight questions were open-ended, seven questions did not meet either
or both of the criteria, and for three multiple-choice questions, two distractors were chosen by
less than 5% of the students. The concept inventory along with the statistical data was then
reviewed by the CI expert to make sure that we were following the correct process. The CI
expert also gave us feedback on individual questions, such as to toss, revise, or accept as is.
A summary of how each question progressed to the next stage is given in Table 4 for Concept A.
Table 4. Action take to revise the first draft of the CI for Concept A
Question
1
2
3
4
5

Univ X
Fall 2014
DI
PBCC
37
0.45
19
-0.20
70
-0.22
59
0.24
62
0.37

Univ Y
Fall 2014
DI
PBCC
43
0.51
23
0.23
75
0.14
68
0.58
57
0.39

Openended
at X
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

Action taken
The question was kept.
The stem of the question was revised to remove ambiguity.
The question was tossed because of low PBCC.
One distractor was changed and the question was kept.
The question was kept.

We describe the progression in Table 4 to illustrate the granular thought process that went into
consideration of each question. The questions themselves are not shown for purposes of
maintaining integrity of the test.
The actions taken (keep/minor edit, revise, and toss) for questions for each concept are
summarized in Table 5. A revise means that a question did not meet the DI and/or PBCC criteria
at one of the institutions, and that a revision of the stem and/or distractors was worth another try.
Based on the answers of the 14 open-ended questions at University X, distractors were revised if
they were used more often by students than some other distractors at University Y.
Table 5. Distribution of decision to keep, revise or toss questions
Concept category
Questions
Keep/minor edit
Revise
Toss

A
5
3
1
1

B
6
6
0
0

C
6
3
3
0

D
5
2
2
1

E
5
4
1
0

F
5
2
2
1

Total
32
20
9
3

April 2015 – August 2015: The observation corner continued
Two second draft versions of the CI were given to students in University X in Spring 2015. Two
tests were made to keep the number of questions limited to 18. University Y did not offer the
course in this semester.
The main goal of giving the CI test was to collect data on questions that were reworded, had new
distractors, or were new. The tests were not balanced between concepts as the goal was to test
reworded and new questions. However, University Z was requested to make their own version
of the CI by choosing three questions per concept from the keep/edit and the revise categories of
Table 5. With only 14 students taking the course at University Z, we skipped analyzing any data
collected there at the item level.
We show Concept D as an example to illustrate the process (Table 6). For Concept D, out of the
five questions from Fall 2014, two were to be kept, two could use revision, and one was tossed.
In Spring 2015, we introduced two new questions to possibly have at least 5 questions to choose
from for the potential final draft of the CI in Fall 2015.

Table 6. Results for Concept D in second draft after having taken action on first draft of CI
Question

Univ X
Fall 2014

1

DI
69

PBCC
0.35

Openended
Fall
2014
No

Univ X
Spring 2015
DI
-

PBCC
-

Action taken

2

44

0.27

Yes

76

0.37

3

-

-

-

-

-

4

7

0.00

Yes

49

0.34

5

79

0.09

No

-

-

This question was tossed in Fall 2014 because of low
PBCC.

6

-

-

-

39

0.37

A new multiple-choice question was introduced in both
versions and it meets the DI and PBCC criteria.

7

-

-

-

8

0.34

A new multiple-choice question was introduced in both
versions and it did not meet the DI criterion. This
question was tried again with revisions in Fall 2015.

This question was not asked again as it was acceptable in
Fall 2014.
Distractors were revised based on the open-ended
responses of Fall 2014 at University X and it meets the
DI and PBCC criteria.
This question was limited to the syllabus at University Z
and has since been tossed. It did not meet the PBCC
criterion anyway at University Z.
This question created confusion as an open-ended type in
Fall 2014. It was now asked with multiple choices.

November 2015 – January 2016: The interpretation corner
Based on the statistical results of the first and second drafts of the CI tested in Fall 2014 and
Spring 2015, a common 24-multiple-choice-question CI was tested at University X and
University Y. The course was not offered in Fall 2015 at University Z. For each of the six
concepts, four questions that met the DI and PBCC criteria (except 1 question as that was the last
best one available in that concept category) in the most recent semester were used. If more than
four questions were available for a concept, ones with DI closest to 62.5 and a high PBCC were
chosen.
Having a common test now provided a larger sample size of a total of 130 students. The PBCC
and DI for each question and the Cronbach alpha for measuring the reliability of the CI were
calculated, and a summary is shown in Table 7.
Table 7. Results from third draft of CI
University

Number
of
Questions

X&Y

24

Questions
meeting
DI
criterion
23

Questions
meeting
PBCC
criterion
20

Questions
meeting DI
and PBCC
criteria
20

Cronbach
alpha
0.4725

Questions with
more than one
distractor chosen
by less than 5%
0

None of the questions had more than one distractor which was chosen by less than 5% of the
students. Figure 2 shows the difficulty index and PBCC value of each of the 24 questions in a
scatter plot.

Point Biserial Correlation Coefficient (PBCC)

Point biserial correlation coefficient vs difficulty index for CI
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Figure 2. Scatter plot showing point-biserial correlation coefficient and difficulty index for third
draft of CI
It was hoped that the 24-question CI draft would be the final version, but that did not turn out to
be the case. Four of the questions (2A, 16D, 21F, 22F) highlighted in Table 8 did not meet one
or both of the DI and the PBCC criteria (Figure 2), although three of them had met the criteria at
least at University X or University Y in the Fall 2014 and Spring 2015 semesters.
We had expected that at least 3 out of 4 questions in each concept would meet the two criteria
and hence, still create a possible final version of the CI. The two criteria were met for 3
questions/concept for five of the six concepts (Concept F had only two acceptable questions).
The Cronbach alpha for the overall test is 0.4725 and is considered to be a poor value while 0.70.9 is desirable22. The low PBCC (Figure 2) of several questions (although meeting the lower
threshold of 0.2) may be the reason for the low value. To confirm this, the Cronbach alphas
were calculated with each item score deleted; these alphas are called alpha-with-item-deleted.
Seven questions (2A, 7B, 12C, 16D, 21F, 22F, 23F) had a higher alpha-with-item-deleted than
the overall Cronbach alpha. It is deemed that if the alpha-with-item-deleted is equal to or greater
than overall Cronbach alpha, then that item may be measuring a concept different from the other
items21. The seven questions included the four that did not meet the two criteria of DI and PBCC.
The other three questions (7B, 12C, 23F) that did not meet the alpha-with-item-deleted criterion
had a PBCC in the 0.20-0.21 range, which is just above the lower threshold used of 0.20. To
ensure a Cronbach alpha for the whole CI that is at least average, we will increase the lower
threshold of PBCC to 0.3 as a criterion for acceptance for all questions.
The work on the CI will continue in Spring 2016 and beyond with the emphasis on writing new
questions that will each yield a PBCC>0.3 in the needed concept categories.

Table 8. Classic test theory results of third draft CI (Cronbach alpha of whole CI =0.4725;
highlighted entries of the table show the questions and reasons for concern)
Question No

Concept

Difficulty
Index

PBCC

Alpha with
item deleted

1

A

50

0.35

0.4486

2

A

33

0.05

0.5019

3

A

57

0.45

0.4269

4

A

60

0.27

0.4646

5

B

45

0.44

0.4293

6

B

73

0.36

0.4453

7

B

48

0.21

0.4766

8

B

74

0.39

0.4396

9

C

55

0.32

0.4543

10

C

63

0.27

0.4629

11

C

63

0.24

0.4697

12

C

50

0.20

0.4778

13

D

74

0.33

0.4498

14

D

54

0.33

0.4522

15

D

53

0.32

0.4551

16

D

15

0.06

0.4867

17

E

79

0.20

0.4707

18

E

58

0.23

0.4717

19

E

86

0.39

0.4418

20

E

47

0.24

0.4715

21

F

29

0.07

0.4955

22

F

39

0.15

0.4866

23

F

61

0.21

0.4749

24

F

48

0.51

0.4124

Conclusions
A concept inventory for a course in Numerical Methods is being developed. The Delphi process
was followed in generating six concepts in which students have the most misconceptions but are
most important as well. Questions were generated for each of the six concepts. Going through
three drafts of the CI at three universities over three semesters, and performing a rigorous
analysis is bringing us closer to finalizing the concept inventory. Our quest will continue in
Spring 2016 where current questions that may need revisions, and more importantly, new
questions will be tested to see if they meet the core requirements of the DI and PBCC. The
PBCC threshold will be increased to 0.3 for all questions to warrant an acceptable reliability.
The authors will continue to follow the rigorous analytical framework enumerated by Jorion et
al21 to be able to make the claim of a valid concept inventory. In addition to the classical test
theory (DI and PBCC criteria, Cronbach alpha of the entire CI, and alpha-with-item-deleted)
used in this paper, the framework will also include predictive validity by correlating CI scores to

final examination scores, item response theory analysis, structural analysis, and confirmatory
factor analysis21.
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